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Evaluation of CASA completion 
•  CASA requirements are based on ALMA and VLA, as well as  
     single dish (ALMA; Nobeyama was added later) 
•  During the ALMA and VLA construction phase, CASA’s main goal was to 

be able to perform all the steps that are needed for data reduction 
•  The overarching goal to date is to deliver the best calibration and the best 

imaging algorithms that are adequate for the two telescopes  (This 
includes phase reference and self-calibration, atmospheric corrections, 
polarization calibration, wideband imaging, high dynamic range imaging, 
mosaicking, combination of different arrays plus single dish, and others. ) 

•  The most important algorithms are now included in CASA and we 
routinely reduce ALMA and VLA data - almost all datasets can be 
successfully calibrated and imaged 

•  Some cases, however, require new algorithmic developments with 
adequate performance (see S. Bhatnagar’s presentation) 

•  The main focus of CASA includes classic visualization and data analysis 
tools but there is not (yet) a strong focus on more advanced methods 
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Evaluation of CASA completion 
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ALMA: R Sculptoris  
Maerker et al.  

VLA: Manatee Nebula (W50)  
Golap et al. 



Evaluation of CASA completion 
•  Original CASA requirements 

–  ALMA CDR Compliance Matrix 
–  EVLA Project book requirements; merged later with the ALMA matrix 

•  The original requirements were developed further and complemented by 
the needs and capabilities that emerged during the commissioning of the 
telescopes 

•  The interferometry requirements for each 6 month cycle are defined by  
–  internal ALMA and VLA meetings to collect the scientific inputs 
–  User feedback through the helpdesk, CASA training etc. 
–  CASA Scientific Steering Committee (CSSC) meetings to derive the 

combined prioritization  
–  The scientific priorities are then turned into an implementation plan 

after addressing 
•  The availability and expertise of CASA developers  
•  Software maintenance and performance requirements 
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Evaluation of CASA completion – 
Single Dish 

•  Single dish expertise is concentrated at NAOJ 
•  NAOJ has their own project scientist (Daisuke Iono) 
•  Goals, targets, and design are discussed between NAOJ and NRAO  
•  Development and testing proceeds largely autonomously at NAOJ  
•  Weekly meetings to discuss issues and concerns  
•  The single dish package has shown to be able to calibrate, edit, baseline, 

and map ALMA single dish data 
•  A full evaluation will be possible once more ALMA Total Power data is 

available 
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Evaluation of CASA completion – 
Single Dish 
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ACA 7m 

ACA TP 

ACA 12m + 7m 
+ TP 

(from D. Iono) 

ALMA 12m 

All combined 



Evaluation of CASA completion –
ALMA + VLA Compliance matrix 
•  ALMA+EVLA Compliance matrix 

–  About 92% of priority 1 items are either complete (74% “A”) or are 
implemented but need enhancements (18% “E”) 

–   ~60% of all items are “A”, 20% “E” 
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•  A: adequate;  
•  E: implemented but  
        enhancements  
        needed  
•  I: inadequate 
•  U: unknown 



Evaluation of CASA completion –
ALMA + VLA Compliance matrix 

•  The remaining I+U feature categories of the original compliance matrix are 
e.g. 
–  Full data reduction through GUI 
–  Various image projections 
–  Near-field imaging 
–  Complex model fitting  
–  Image filters 
–  Plotting of monitored, ancillary data, e.g. focus positions etc.  

•  These requirements are not being addressed because other features, not 
in the original requirements, are judged to be more important. They can, 
however, be brought back into the prioritization process when needed. 
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Evaluation of CASA completion –
CASA 4.0 
•  Requirements are currently set on a half yearly basis 
•  Past 4.0 priorities (released Nov 2012): 

–  Scratchless operation (MODEL column optional) 
–  Linear polarization calibration 
–  Spectral line viewer improvements 
–  More robust fluxscale, incl. spectral index calculation 
–  Better solar system models in setjy 
–  First implementation of parallel cleaning 
–  New flagging infrastructure 
–  Per-channel restoring beams 
–  Mask handling 
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Evaluation of CASA completion – 
CASA 4.1 
•  High priority items for CASA 4.1 (due April/May 2013) 

–  Caltable manipluation/flagging/plotting in plotms (will retire plotcal) 
–  VLA syspower calibration and requantizer gains for 3bit calibration  
–  MS-MFS for mosaics; narrow-band A-projection 
–  Fluxscale and weights per channel 
–  Histogram plotting/transfer function, image stacking, profile plotting, 

position-velocity diagrams in viewer and in tasks 
–  Viewer cube velocity synching, global range setting, animation control, 

spatial profiles 
–  Feathering GUI 
–  Enhancing split to include Hanning smoothing, spw combination, 

baseline dependent averaging 
–  MMS and full parallelization of calibration procedures  
–  Clean refactoring: concept and start of implementation, incl. parallel 

clean 
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Evaluation of CASA completion – 
New CASA testing/release plan 
•  CASA releases are available on 6 months schedules 
•  User testing, to date, concentrated on the weeks before a release 
•  The result was an extreme period of release testing and preparation for 

the release with iterative release candidates. This intense period frequently 
delayed the release date  

•  From CASA 4.1 and onwards we try to stretch the process along the 
entire 6 month period by 
–  Releasing “stable” versions on a monthly basis. Stables undergo the 

same regression tests as the releases.  
–  User testing of new features by a larger number of staff for each 

“stable” 
–  More efficient user testing tracking  
–  Documentation updates for each “stable” 
–  CASA guides will remain on 6 months cycles unless there are 

important changes in data reduction strategies 
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Evaluation of CASA completion - 
Summary 

•  CASA has become a full-blown data reduction package for ALMA (including 
single dish) and VLA - the majority of data is successfully calibrated and imaged 

•  However, there are a number of required future developments to take advantage 
of and fully address the new telescope capabilities.  These are developments that 
largely go beyond those of the currently implemented algorithms in CASA and 
other software packages  

•  After a time of massive capability expansion, we need some time to focus on 
maintainability, uniformity, and performance optimization, while still increasing 
functionality  

•  In addition, visualization and data analysis tasks could play more prominent roles 
in the future – the viewer development in particular is critical  

•  CASA plugin mechanisms may allow the user community to contribute special, 
more complex analysis software (e.g. radiative transfer codes, complex source/
clump finding algorithms etc.) 
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Evaluation of CASA completion - 
Summary 

 

•  CASA is becoming more and more popular: almost all the new radio 
facilities adopt some CASA variant for their data processing; some current 
observatories are currently thinking about adopting CASA, too.  

•  CASA is very popular with the new generation of radio astronomers  
–  Ease of use, flexibility, python platform, scriptability, science potential of 

ALMA/VLA, user support  
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